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How Streams Work 
Adapted with permission from “Living in Harmony with Streams: A Citizen’s Handbook to How 
Streams Work” (2012)i 
This section presents general information about watersheds, the structure of streams, and the physical 
processes at work when water flows across the landscape to help users of this plan understand the 
elements of a natural stream and how our actions can conserve or change stream shape and behavior- 
to the benefit or detriment of the natural and built environments. This background information is 
essential to understanding the causes and consequences of stream instability, which as described above 
is a priority management issue in the TMR watershed.  
Streams are also moving sediment and woody debris. The work of streams is the collection and 
movement of water, sediment and debris from the surrounding landscape. 
Streams Come from Watersheds 
A watershed is the area of land from which surface and subsurface 
waters drain to a common receiving body or outlet. A stream is the 
product of this land, the watershed, which supplies both water and 
sediment to the stream system. The physical characteristics of a 
watershed—climate, topography, soils, bedrock, vegetation and 
land use— affect how water reaches its streams and how those 
streams behave. These features also influence the potential for soil 
erosion and the delivery of sediment into the stream channels. A 
portion of the rain that falls, along with melting snow (precipitation) 
soaks into the ground and fills depressions. The excess water flows 
downhill into streams as surface runoff and subsurface flow. 

Hydrologic Cycle 
The transfer of water from precipitation to surface water 
and groundwater, to storage and runoff, and eventually 
back to the atmosphere is an ongoing cycle called the 
hydrologic cycle. In a climate like the northeastern United 
States, about 30-34 percent of precipitation runs off into 
surface waters; about 50 percent is returned to the air by 
evaporation from land and water and by plants emitting 
water vapor (transpiration); and about 16-20 percent 
seeps into the ground and recharges the groundwater 
supply. 
Valley Slope 
In hilly or mountainous drainages, water flows quickly 

down steep slopes, producing “flashy” streams in which 
water levels rise rapidly. The steep slopes also facilitate 

The Hydrologic Cycle (Image from “Stream Corridor 
Restoration: Principles, Processes, and Practices,” 10/98, by 
the Federal Interagency Stream Restoration Working Group) 

Streams are complex systems that 
do complicated work. In their 
natural state, streams gather, 
store, and move water. However, 
it is important for understanding 
stream processes to realize that 
streams and rivers are not only 
moving water. 
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the transport of sediment into the stream. In areas with gentler slopes, the storm flow enters streams 
over a longer period and will thus have peak flows that are lower. 
Soils 
Different types of soil absorb water differently. If the soil allows large amounts of rainfall to pass 
through it or infiltrate into the ground, then less water will run off as storm flow and more will enter the 
stream later as base flow. Soils with high clay content and frozen soils are less able to absorb water and 
thus cause more rapid runoff into streams. 
Vegetation 
Plants play a vital role in moderating the flow of water into streams and protecting against soil erosion. 
A rainstorm or heavy shower drops millions of tons of water on the land. When soil is exposed, the force 
of raindrops beats away at the surface, loosening soil particles and moving them downhill. When 
vegetation is present, leaves and stems intercept and reduce the impact of both falling and running 
water. This allows the water to either soak into the soil or to safely run off in a controlled manner. 
Forest soils are particularly porous and absorbent. Some of the water that infiltrates into the soil is 
drawn up by plant roots and transpired—or given off through the leaves as water vapor. This, in turn, 
renews the soil’s ability to absorb water. 
Land Use 
Land use refers to the way that people change the landscape, and encompasses development of towns 
and cities as well as agriculture, mining, timber harvesting and other activities. Land use changes in the 
watershed can impact the shape of the receiving stream by leaving soil more vulnerable to erosion, and 
by reducing the ability of water to infiltrate into the soil leading to higher flows. The erosion that occurs 
increases the amount of sediment delivered to a stream. This changes the pattern of water and disrupts 
the stream’s natural patterns of movement or equilibrium (to be explained more later on). If a 
disturbance, whether natural or man-made, is large enough, there can be impacts on the watershed 
that go beyond the initially affected area. It may take years, decades, or even centuries for a stream to 
reach a new equilibrium. 
The Structures of Streams 
Stream characteristics range from steep, swift-flowing mountain streams to flat, slow-flowing streams. 
The character of a stream is influenced by the amount of water it carries, the geology and soils it flows 
through, and the shape and slope of its valley. Each stream channel is formed, maintained, and altered 
by the stream itself through the processes of erosion and deposition of sediment. If something changes 
the conditions that have shaped the stream, then its channel will change in response to those different 
conditions.  
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Streambed and Channel 
The streambed is the foundation of a stream and 
supports its banks. Streambeds are composed of a 
variety of materials, ranging in size from bedrock, 
large boulders, and rocks, to gravel, sand, silt, and 
clay particles. The scouring and depositing of 
these materials shape the stream channel and its 
floodplain. The banks within which low and 
moderate stream flows occur define a stream’s 
channel. The deepest areas are generally 
connected, forming a low flow channel. In the 
unaltered stream, the term “bankfull” is used to 
describe the state at which the flow of the water 
completely fills the channel, just before it spills 
into the floodplain. 
The structure of a channel is described by the 
following: 

• Length of meandering or curving 
(pattern);  

• Width and depth of the channel 
(dimension); 

• The degree of slope (profile). 
Some channels are relatively stable, while 
others actively adjust and change their 
shape. For example, the channel of a stream that is 
flowing through bedrock will change at a much slower rate (relatively stable) than one flowing through a 
sandy or highly erodible area (more actively depositing, adjusting or changing shape). Otherwise, 
adjustments in channel shape usually occur in response to changed conditions, such as increased water 
flow or a modification made within the stream channel or to the surrounding landscape. Most natural 
streams are dynamic; they may move around, and still maintain the same basic dimensions, meander 
pattern, and slope. 
Meanders  
The processes of erosion and deposition serve to lengthen a channel through a curving process known 
as “meandering.” Almost all streams naturally meander. Curves slow down the water and absorb 
energy, which helps reduce the potential for erosion. The velocity of a stream is greatest on the outside 
of a bend. The increased force of this water frequently results in erosion along this bank and a short 
distance downstream from the bend. On the inside of the bend, the stream velocity decreases, which 
results in the dropping out or deposition of sediment, usually sand and gravel, along this bank. Looking 
at the long-term history of a valley over hundreds or thousands of years, the stream moves back and 
forth across the valley bottom. This side-to-side or lateral migration of the channel, along with down-
cutting that occurred in a stable, predictable way, actually formed the valleys we see today. 

Stream pattern, dimension and profile 
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Slope  
The slope is the change in elevation or 
steepness of a streambed. The slope of 
the streambed contributes to how fast 
the water moves and, therefore, 
determines how much sediment of what 
size the water can carry. The steeper the 
slope, the faster the water moves and the 
more sediment bedload (i.e. sediments, 
silt, sand, gravel, boulders, and organic 
materials) can be moved through the\ 
channel. The term sediment is a general 
term to describe material that ranges in 
size from silt to sand to gravel to 
boulders. In flatter sections, the water 
will move more slowly, allowing finer 
sediment to deposit, referred to as 
“deposition.” The stream adjusts to the 
slope of the valley through this process of 
erosion and deposition. 
 

 

 

Pools, Steps, and Riffles  
Streams alternate between concentrated (convergent) flows and flows which are more spread out 
(divergent). Convergent flows are deeper, faster and more erosive. Pools are deeper areas that are 
scoured out during flood events. Sediments that are eroded from a pool will fall to the bottom of the 
stream when flows are shallower and slower, with less energy to move the sediment, forming a riffle. 
This alternating between bed erosion and deposition creates up and down “bed forms” that dissipate 
the energy of a flood and help maintain channel stability. In steeper streams, high-energy flows scour 
pools and move larger sediments, such as cobbles and boulders, downstream to form rocky steps rather 
than riffles. Streams are often classified or named from the type of bed forms they have, for example 
riffle-pool or step-pool streams. 
Stream Reach 
A reach is a segment of a stream with similar physical characteristics throughout its length. These 
characteristics are related to the stream’s structure and other physical processes such as valley slope 
and bed material. In Vermont, reaches vary greatly in length, from hundreds of yards to a few miles. 

How Slope Affects a Stream’s Ability to Meander 
The channel and behavior of a stream can vary considerably along its 
length. Mountain headwater streams flow swiftly down steep slopes. At 
lower elevations, the slope is generally gentler and the stream is more 
likely to meander (form curves) across its valley. 
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On the surface, streams appear to serve a simple function: to move water from one place to another. In 
reality, streams carry much more than just water; they also move materials like rocks and sand, woody 
debris, fish and wildlife, and—of course—paddlers. This section provides some basic background 
information on stream structure and function in order to better understand the issues associated with 
road-stream crossings and what we can do to remediate and/or prevent them.  
Riparian Area/Riparian Buffer/Riparian Zone 
These terms can refer to a number of things depending on the context in which they are used. 
Generally, they refer to the land immediately adjacent to a stream that includes vegetation, wildlife, and 
other natural features. Derived from the Latin word ripa meaning streambank, this area is where the 
water is separated or buffered from adjacent land uses. Once established, the plant roots in the buffer 
help stabilize the bank and the tree canopy provides shading to cool water temperatures. The buffer 
allows vegetation to filter sediments and excess nutrients. The term “riparian” may also be applied 
legally to define the rights of landowners along a stream. 
Floodplain 
Floodplains are essential to the health of river systems. They are generally flat areas of land adjacent to 
the stream. These areas are constructed of material deposited by the stream, separated from the 
channel by a stream bank, and subject to flooding. Floodplains provide a place for water to go when it 
cannot be contained in the channel, such as during spring thaw or heavy precipitation. 
A floodplain is formed by a stream that is 
eroding and depositing sediment. Over 
time, the stream channel moves or 
meanders across the floodplain. In turn, this 
causes erosion in some places and 
deposition of materials in other places. 
When water fans out across the floodplain, 
the speed of the water is decreased, 
thereby decreasing and dissipating the 
energy of the stream. This relieves pressure 
on stream banks and offers a place for the 
water to flow temporarily. The outcome is a 
reduction of the amount of flooding and 
erosion downstream. If no human 
development is located in the floodplain, 
then this area can perform its natural 
functions of storing and conveying 
floodwater and dissipating excess energy. 
Vegetation also slows the water’s velocity, and the roots hold soil in its place, reducing erosion. A 
stream that is no longer able to overflow onto its floodplain is often a stream with erosion problems. 

Water on the broad floodplain of the East Branch Delaware River near 
Margaretville, NY. Photo courtesy of Delaware County Soil and Water 
Conservation District 
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Stream Corridor 
Stream corridors are comprised of the channel, 
riparian zone, floodplains, and adjacent lands. They 
provide an area within which the channel can meander 
or curve so that sediments and the energy of flowing 
water are distributed more evenly—the condition of 
dynamic equilibrium. These are complex ecosystems 
that provide an avenue for wildlife movement and 
other important natural processes. 

How Streams Work 
In the process of moving water and sediment downhill, a stream dissipates energy. This process results 
in the formation of a stream channel. The natural stability and balance in a river system depend on its 
ability to build and access a floodplain and create meanders and bed forms. These structures help evenly 
distribute a stream’s energy and sediment load. The next few sections describe the physics of the energy 
flow of streams and how stream channels are constantly adjusting to keep their energy in a state of 
balance. 
Streams start in headwater areas where there is tremendous potential energy because of generally 
steep slopes. The energy that develops in these headwater areas is used by the stream in the following 
ways: 
Kinetic Energy 
As the water begins flowing downhill, potential energy is converted to the energy of movement or 
motion—kinetic energy. This energy is what powers mills and hydroelectricity, or simply moves a boat 
downstream. 
Friction 
Up to 95 percent of a stream’s energy is dissipated through friction with its bed, banks, and floodplain. 
Woody debris and vegetation in the channel and on the floodplain also break the water flow and 
increase roughness or friction. In addition, streams expend energy flowing around their curves 
(meandering). 
Stream Flow 
The amount of water carried by a stream can vary from none, in the case of streams that are dry during 
part of the year (ephemeral streams) to extreme flood conditions. Precipitation reaches the stream by 
two different pathways that affect the quantity, quality, and timing of stream flow: infiltration into the 
ground where it contributes to groundwater flow or “base flow;” and water that flows across the 
surface of the land, referred to as surface runoff or “storm flow.” Stream flow at any one time consists 
of water from one or both sources. 

Cross Section Image of the Stream Corridor 
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Base Flow 
Rainwater and snowmelt that soak into the ground recharge the groundwater. This water moves slowly 
through the soil and bedrock before eventually reaching the surface water. This regular, continuous 
discharge of groundwater that provides a steady supply of water to many streams and rivers is called 
base flow. Enormous amounts of water move slowly through the soil, creating the base flow in streams 
from rainwater that fell days, weeks, months, or even years before. Base flow enables many streams to 
flow year-round, even when there has been no recent rainfall. The amount of base flow varies with 
groundwater levels, so some streams have continuous flow during part of the year but dry up during dry 
periods and droughts. 
Storm Flow 
Some of the rainfall and snowmelt within a watershed flows quickly into the stream by moving over the 
land surface or through near-surface soil. This water is the main component of high stream flows during 
rainy weather and spring snow melt. This is called storm flow. Each stream has developed in response to 
the amount of water it carries and the way that water moves through the channel. The volume and 
timing of runoff into a stream is called its hydrology. 
This is dependent on precipitation patterns and watershed characteristics. The flow processes within a 
stream channel are called hydraulics and are influenced by the characteristics of the channel. These 
characteristics include the stream’s slope, the shape of the cross section of the channel, and roughness. 
Roughness is caused by the water coming in contact with sediments and vegetation, which causes 
friction, slowing the flow of water. 
Sediment Transport 
Stream energy not used by kinetic motion and friction is available for transporting sediment. The 
sediment in the channel comes from the surrounding landscape and erosion of the bed and banks. 
A stream develops over time to handle a certain sediment load, which it transports and deposits in a 
fairly predictable pattern. Streams are constantly balancing the energy they have by meandering 
(curving), transporting, and depositing their load of sediments. This means that some erosion is natural 
and a normal function of how streams work. 
When the energy or sediment inputs are changed, the energy balance is altered and the system must 
adjust. If a stream is slowed down, backed up, or spread out, it may lose the energy needed to transport 
its sediment load and sediments will deposit or drop out of the stream flow (deposition). Conversely, if 
the stream becomes steeper or is deepened and has more energy than is needed to transport the 
available sediment it will obtain additional sediment by eroding its bed or banks. 
If the amount of sediment entering a stream increases, but there is no corresponding increase in water 
flow and energy to move the sediment, the sediment will deposit. This occurs at the tail end of a large 
flood, as it did in Tropical Storm Irene. Flows begin receding, along with the energy to move all the 
sediment that has entered the channels from numerous hillslope failures. Conversely, if the sediment 
flow decreases significantly (e.g., when it becomes trapped behind a dam), but the flow and energy are 
not also decreased, this excess energy works on the bed and banks, increasing erosion. 
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Dynamic Equilibrium 
Despite frequent change, streams exhibit a dynamic form of stability. Streams are changing but 
generally in a slow and predictable manner. As long as the conditions that influence the stream’s energy 
are relatively constant, then the stream for the most part stays in equilibrium. This process of 
establishing and maintaining a balanced condition is called dynamic equilibrium. In other words, the 
stream is moving and changing, but generally maintains its dimensions, pattern, and profile without 
dramatic changes in the pattern of its erosion and deposition processes. 
When a natural stream achieves an equilibrium depth and slope, the shape of its channel is maintained 
by the following channel slope and channel roughness and/or resistance characteristics: 

• The coarseness of the sediments in its bed; and/or 
• The soil cohesiveness and soil binding properties of vegetative root systems on its banks. 
The following diagramii illustrates the relationship between the water in a stream and the system’s 
ability to transport sediment: 

  
The relationship is shown as a balancing scale, with sediment load on one weighing pan and stream flow 
on the other. The hook holding the sediment pan slides along the horizontal arm to reflect adjustments 
according to sediment size. The hook holding the stream flow side adjusts to reflect changes in stream 
slope. Adjustments and changes in a stream system occur when there is an imbalance in the system’s 
energy. When any one or more of the variables change, the system is no longer in balance. 
When a stream is free to make adjustments, then one or more of the other variables in the system is 
likely to change until equilibrium is restored. 
The diagram indicates how the variables will change. For example, if the slope increases (gets more 
steep), then the size of sediments being moved will get bigger. The process can take place suddenly 
during one storm event or it may occur gradually over hundreds or thousands of years. 
The physical laws which govern the evolution of stream channels dictate that, in time and left in their 
natural state with no human development or interaction, rivers will self-adjust (erode and deposit) to an 
equilibrium condition. When these conditions are achieved across an entire watershed, they are 
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associated with minimal erosion, storage of organic material and nutrients throughout the watershed, 
and aquatic and streamside (riparian) habitat diversity. 
How Channels Change their Shape 
Streams in dynamic equilibrium are 
considered to be stable. This is because they 
generally maintain consistency with respect 
to channel dimensions, pattern, and profile as 
presented earlier. Streams in (dynamic) 
equilibrium erode their banks, migrate over 
time across their floodplains, and experience 
small-scale adjustments in the formation of 
their channel. These conditions change over 
time (are dynamic) based on water and 
sediment inputs that are driven by natural 
flood events. This evolution of channel form 
often takes place over decades or even generations. 
Substantial changes in channel form are 
reactions to large-scale events such as major 
floods and human activities in the stream 
corridor, and can happen rapidly. The photos 
to the right show the evolution of a stream 
channel that was reconstructed after a major 
flood without consideration of its shape at 
dynamic equilibrium. The first picture shows a 
trapezoidal shape, lacking floodplains and 
composed of unconsolidated material. The 
second picture shows the same site just a few 
months later after multiple high flow events. 
The stream has begun to create floodplains, 
and substrate material has begun to organize 
into bed features that will ultimately become 
pools and riffles. Floodplains and bed features 
serve to dissipate energy during high flows. 
Note that a significant amount of material was eroded from the site during the course of this channel 
evolution.  
Degradation, Incising, Scouring Down 
All of these terms refer to situations when a stream has more energy than needed to move available 
sediment. In these cases, it will acquire additional sediment by eroding its bed or banks. Degradation is 
common at the downstream end of undersized culverts. 

Third Brook in the Town of Walton, NY after major flooding in June of 
2006. Photo credits: Delaware County Soil and Water Conservation 
District 
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Degradation is most visible in actively eroding banks or headcuts. A headcut is a small waterfall, often 
resulting from the deepening of a channel caused by dredging, excavation, or increased stream erosive 
power downstream of a natural or anthropogenic constriction. In the case of a “scour hole” below an 
undersized culvert, the degradation is generally confined to one spot as the culvert invert serves as 
grade control. This can lead to very wide, deep holes that undermine adjacent stream banks and 
“perched” culverts that block the movement of fish and wildlife upstream. In situations where a headcut 
is uncontrolled, the headcut and associated erosion will migrate upstream until it is stabilized.  
Aggradation and Lateral (Width) 
Adjustments 
When a stream does not have enough 
energy to transport its sediment load, it will 
deposit sediments in its channel through a 
process called “aggrading.” As the 
streambed rises, the water spreads out, 
eroding laterally (lateral width 
adjustments), and thus widening the 
channel. Disequilibrium and channel 
evolution occur when moderate to major 
vertical adjustments have been set in 
motion. Aggradation is common upstream 
of road-stream crossings that constrict the 
natural stream channel, and can lead to 
erosion of adjacent stream banks as well as 
reduced hydraulic capacity as sediment 
and debris block the inlet of the crossing.   
The rate of change in a stream channel, often referred to as the stream’s “sensitivity,” is a function of 
the erodibility of the bed and bank materials, the supply of sediments, and the frequency of flooding. A 
gravelly stream bed with non-cohesive banks in a flashy watershed may evolve in a much shorter time 
frame than a stream in clayey soils where flooding has not occurred very often. 
 Describing Channel “Conditions” 
A stream reach is a section of stream with similar physical characteristics. The condition of stream 
reaches can vary from one that is in dynamic equilibrium to one where its channel structure has begun 
to evolve, adjust, or be “in adjustment.” The Vermont Rivers Program describes three benchmarks along 
the gradient of physical condition. The following terminology and photographs describe these different 
conditions. 
Reference Condition 
Reference condition refers to a stream reach that is in or near dynamic equilibrium. That means it is 
maintaining its channel dimensions and watershed functions within the range of natural variability and 
is providing high quality aquatic and riparian habitats. Such conditions can typically be found in 
headwater sections of streams, where human influence is limited. When designing a road-stream 

Scour hole downstream of an undersized culvert. Photo/diagram credit: 
UMASS River and Stream Continuity Program 
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crossing structure, it is instructive to identify and measure the closest nearby reference reach, and use 
that to develop specifications for rebuilding the stream channel through the crossing structure.  
An understanding of the reference (natural) or stable condition provides a way of measuring if 
conditions are different from a stream’s natural characteristics. A change or departure from the 
reference condition can be measured by various degrees of change as described below. This is often 
referred to as “degree of departure.” (This is not so different from a physician judging one’s health by 
reference to the characteristics of a healthy person.) 
Undersized or misaligned structures can cause streams to become unstable upstream and downstream 
of a road-stream crossing. Knowledge of which stage of stream adjustment a particular stream reach 
may be in is critical for anticipating future conflicts with human infrastructure and in designing any 
restoration or protection strategies. 
In Adjustment 
The “in adjustment” condition refers to a stream reach where the channel structures and stream 
processes have deviated from the expected natural conditions. These unstable stream segments haven’t 
evolved into a completely new stream type. However, the aquatic and riparian habitats of such a reach 
are in “fair” condition as they lack certain streambed features, cover types, and connections with related 
habitats (connectivity). Reaches that are in adjustment are poised for additional adjustments. When 
floods occur, major adjustments will take the channel either toward or further away from equilibrium or 
reference conditions. Further departures may even change the stream channel to a different type—that 
is, develop different structures and exhibit different processes.  
Poor Condition 
A stream reach in poor condition is said to be in “disequilibrium” or exhibiting a departure from its 
stream type. Such a stream reach is experiencing adjustments to a much greater degree and rate 
beyond the expected natural conditions of a reach in fair condition. 
This means the reach is exhibiting a new stream type. For example, a reach that may have alternated 
between deposition and erosion (riffle and pool) has become completely erosional or completely 
depositional. In poor condition streams, habitat features may be disturbed beyond the range of some 
species’ adaptability. Such a reach is expected to continue to undergo major adjustments until it evolves 
back to the reference stream condition or a new equilibrium.  
 
 

i Friends of the Winooski River, White River Natural Resources Conservation District, Winooski Natural Resources 
Conservation District. (2012). Living in Harmony with Streams: A Citizen’s Handbook to How Streams Work. 
 
ii Image from: Lane’s Balance of Sediment Supply & Sediment Size with Slope & Discharge (Lane, E.W. 1955. The 
Importance of Fluvial Morphology in Hydraulic Engineering. In Proceedings of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers 81(745): 1-17. 
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